M ways told me, “You should be a truck drivy friends and family members have al-

er.” My love for the open road is easy to see.
After all, I drive on average about 50,000 miles
per year. But those aren’t ho-hum commuting
miles. Those are weekend warrior miles. And, in
a recent adventure, I racked up nearly 8,000 on a
single trip. My service advisor at the dealership
looked at me with a raised eyebrow when I
showed up for an oil change just three weeks
after getting one previously.
The drive from Arizona to Alaska and back
takes a traveler through eight states, three provinces, and a near-endless variety of landscapes:
the saguaro cactus-dotted dry land of the desert,
the high elevation pine forests of the Rockies, the
grasslands oil fields of southern Canada and the
barren but beautiful tundra that is the
Arctic Circle. My trip took me from a
land of one vast extreme to another.
In Arizona, temperatures have been
known to reach 128 degrees Fahrenheit (Lake Havasu City, 1994). And in
northern Alaska, it’s not uncommon
for winter temps to dip to a bonechilling 80 below zero.
Over the course of 16 days, my

The overall trip consisted of these stops:
Washington, Utah
Butte, Montana
Edmonton, Alberta
Pink Mountain, British Columbia
Teslin, Yukon Territory
Fairbanks, Alaska (3x)
Teslin, Yukon Territory (again)
New Hazelton, British Columbia
Cache Creek, British Columbia
Seattle, Washington
Kuna, Idaho
Logan, Utah
St. George, Utah
road trip companion Jason from Las Cruces, New
Mexico lived in my rear view mirror as we drove
in tandem in my Acura ILX and his Mazda6. Both
cars and drivers were well-equipped for the excursion. My car, in fact, carried a total of three
spare tires. I guess my Boy Scout training and its
“Be Prepared” motto shined through in a big way.
The Alaska Highway can be an unfriendly place to
navigate. Harsh weather for most of the year,
rough pavement conditions and an array of wildlife that can become road hazards all lead to the
need for a high alert driving attitude.
Jason and I enjoyed the luxury of well-maintained interstate highways well into Alberta. In-

terstate 15 extends north across the international border and becomes Canadian Highway 4. At
that point, we grew accustomed to reading the
teeny little “km/h” numbers on our speedometers
as the limits were posted at 110 kilometers per
hour. Fueling up, too, became a bit of an adventure as the gas was now sold by the liter as
opposed to the gallon, and the pricing thereof
was a bit of a mystery with the exchange rate in
play. I swiped my Chase Sapphire VISA at an Esso
station in Claresholm and figured I’d worry about
the financials later on.
The official Alaska Highway—once known as
the Alcan—starts at Mile Zero in Dawson Creek,
British Columbia and extends 1,422 miles to Delta
Junction, Alaska. We made it to the start on Day
4 after leaving Phoenix. A lot of fanfare shouldn’t
be expected, though. Aside from a small podium
in the middle of an intersection and an overhead
sign next to a barn, there’s not a lot to see. We
didn’t care. We’d made it the main event.
We bid farewell to our pristine pavement and
welcomed the potholes. The highway from Dawson Creek to our overnight stop in Pink Mountain,
British Columbia introduced us to what the next
few (very full) days of driving would look like:
intermittent graveled construction zones, windy
two-lane passes and panoramic scenery all
around. Accommodations at the Buffalo Inn were
modest (or downright sketchy, in the case of the

Enough time to park in the middle of the
Dalton Highway and not worry about blocking
traffic? Well, yeah. More than enough.
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brown tap water). But for $110 Canadian we
were happy for a place to rest our heads, because
there would be no other lodging for many more
miles if we pressed on.
The next day, we were greeted by an early
sunrise and clear skies for our continued northbound trek. We made a stop at the “signpost forest” in Watson Lake, Yukon Territory—a place
where travelers from across the world have left
their mark in the form of signs on poles. License
plates comprised the majority of the signs people
had left. Jason tacked a New Mexico plate up
before we moseyed on our way to the nightly
stop at a quaint but clean cabin in Teslin YT.
Throughout the night we could faintly hear the
sound of cars’ tires on the metal bridge outside
our front door. It was surprisingly soothing.
The actual Alaska “welcome” sign comes up a
little ways before the Customs checkpoint. It was
a surreal experience to finally get there. Jason
and I spent about 15 minutes getting photos there
and were never passed by any other traffic. Quiet
Wednesday at the border, I guess. At the time I
pulled away from US Customs, my trip meter
rolled 3,333.3 miles since leaving Scottsdale.
There was something refreshing about having
arrived back in the States, and both of us got a
second wind of energy and motivation to press on
to our final destination. The Alaska Highway’s
official end at Mile 1,422 in Delta Junction, Alaska is marked by a podium that matches the one at
Mile Zero in Dawson Creek BC.
Jason and I rewarded ourselves with a sitdown meal at Fast Eddy’s in Tok, Alaska—a celebratory “hoorah” for having made it that far on
our journey. We spent the night in Fairbanks, and
it was incredible to NOT have a 7:00 am wake-up,
8:00 am departure time schedule for the following morning—though the 3:30 am sunrise kept
me from being able to sleep as late as I would
have liked to. A recovery day was in order, and it
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rained, so we were even more motivated to relax
and stay indoors. But an idea was brewing in
Jason’s mind that he couldn’t quite push aside: he
had discovered that the Arctic Circle was only
about 200 miles north of our current location.
There was a feeling of uneasiness throughout
dinner that night. The Alaskan salmon at The
Pump House (a local recommendation), along the
Chena River in Fairbanks, was the best I’ve ever
had, but I had a knot in my stomach that kept me
from really enjoying it. Jason and I were nervous
and anxious about the prospect of driving to the
Arctic Circle the following day on one of North
America’s most extreme and rugged highways—
the Dalton—which extends some 400 miles
north of Fairbanks to Deadhorse, on the banks of
the Arctic Ocean. It was not the type of drive recommended for passenger cars. We decided to
sleep on it.
The allure of the Arctic got the best of me.
Jason was all about it, and that was enough to
nudge me into agreement as well. So, for about
eight hours, we trudged our way across frost-
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heaved, gravelly, muddy roads in search of new
adventures and loved every single mile of it—
even the moment when we topped off our tanks
for $5.49 a gallon at a single pump in Yukon Base
Camp. That was a price we were both willing to
pay for the peace of mind of traveling in such a
remote area on a full tank.
The official Arctic Circle arrival was met with
absolute glee as we stationed our now-mudcaked Japanese sedans around the entrance sign
for a few photographs. This was the northernmost
point I’d ever been (and may ever yet be in my lifetime) and to have driven there in my own car gave
me a sense of accomplishment unlike any other.
The long, long journey home started from that
point. From the get-go, Jason and I had decided to
change up the route as best we could for the trek
south. That would mean veering off the nowfamiliar Alaska Highway and heading south on
the Cassiar Highway, Route 37, as soon as we got
to Watson Lake, Yukon. Rain and even snow flurries (not unusual for late May in that region) made
the drive very wet, but the green countryside was

a vast contrast from the desert terrain I’m used to
driving through. The striking thing about the Cassiar is its bear population. We saw probably a
dozen animals within about a 300-mile stretch
before hitting the end of the highway in Kitwanga,
British Columbia.
Houston BC is home to the world’s largest fly
fishing rod, so we couldn’t zoom past that landmark
without paying it a visit. We made our way down
the Trans-Canada Highway with an overnight stay
in Cache Creek, then a curvy descent through beautiful canyons and about eight tunnels of various
lengths. By the time we finally arrived once more in
the Lower 48, we were feeling victorious. The
Customs agent at the Sumas, Washington border
checkpoint told me, “You might want to stop at a
gas station and clean your license plate off.”
Everyone at dinner in Seattle that night (I’d rallied a few friends and family members for a bite
to eat off I-90 in Issaquah) said, “You brought the
nice weather with you!” It was indeed beautiful
there that day. Jason and I parted ways the following morning after a rewarding and fun couple

of weeks together, as he was set on visiting the
Oregon and California coastlines. I instead pointed my route southeastward with overnight stays
in Boise, Idaho, then twice in Utah with family
members. The exterior temperature readout on
my ILX crept up steadily as I approached Arizona
once more, and I was welcomed back into the
Valley with a record-breaking 114-degree afternoon at home in Scottsdale.
So, 16 days and 7,906 miles after departing
from my home, I had reached the finish line. It felt
great. This journey changed my life in the sense
that it was a much-needed break from the day-today grind at the office. I didn’t have to worry
about my inbox. As a matter of fact, I didn’t even
have to worry about my own phone—spotty cell
signal for hours at a time made it worthless, anyway. And the $826 the entire trip cost me in fuel?
Worth every penny.
For any other Arizona travelers looking to make
a similar journey to the north country, grab a copy
of The Milepost (www.milepost.com) guidebook
and get it done. You’ll be glad you did. ■
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